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Stay updated with SUNWAYS BIG EVENTS! You will receive these exciting updates on a monthly basis

via email. To ensure their timely delivery directly to your inbox, please add info@sunways-tech.com to

your address book.

EXPO REVIEW

Sunways at Renewable Energy India Expo 2023
From October 4th to 6th, Sunways enthusiastically participated in the Renewable Energy India Expo 2023,

where we showcased our solar solutions designed for both residential and commercial applications.

Visitors to the Expo had the opportunity to explore our cutting-edge on-grid and energy storage solutions

and engage in discussions with our team of local professionals.

The highlight of our showcase was the single MPPT STS 4.2~6KTL inverter, our latest innovation

customized for residential rooftop applications. This inverter comes equipped with advanced features

aimed at enhancing energy efficiency and maximizing your return on investment. It boasts a high input

current of 20A, ensuring compatibility with all Big Watt panels, while also delivering increased electricity

output at a more budget-friendly cost. Furthermore, it brings amplified savings and overall efficiency to

your renewable energy solutions, along with reduced Balance of System (BOS) expenses.

Sunways at Solar & Storage Live 2023
Sunways made waves at Solar & Storage Live 2023 in Birmingham at Booth K10, introducing two

innovative products. First, the Sunways STH 3-10KTL-LS Hybrid Inverter, designed for residential and

small-scale energy storage, promotes energy independence and optimal performance while ensuring

safety.

In the realm of large-scale energy storage, Sunways unveiled the Sunways STH 15-33KTL-HT Hybrid
Inverter. Tailored for commercial and industrial installations, it offers advanced grid support and efficient

power conversion, seamlessly integrating with renewable energy sources. Sunways' presence at Solar &

Storage Live 2023 marks the start of an exciting journey in the UK market, bringing cutting-edge energy

storage solutions to consumers.

PRODUCT CERTIFICATE

Sunways 1-3kW Single-phase On-grid Inverter Series
Sunways is now officially listed in the UK ENA G98 recommendations for its 1-3kW On-grid Inverter

Series. When it comes to powering your residential solar journey, Sunways stands as your trusted partner

in sustainable energy solutions, known for its reliability in the UK PV installation market. What makes

Sunways the perfect choice for your home? It's certified by UK ENA G98 for safety and dependability,

tailored for residential PV installations, offering clean energy, improved efficiency, and straightforward

installation.

SOLAR PROJECT

Location: Turkey Capacity: 490kW  Inverter: STT-110KTL
                STT-50KTL

Location: Thailand Capacity: 10kW Inverter: STT-10KTL

Location: Sweden Capacity: 16kW  Inverter: STH-8KTL

Location: Tunisia Capacity: 3kW Inverter: STS-3KTL

UPCOMING EVENTS

Sunways is delighted to announce our participation in the prestigious SNEC 8th (2023) International
Energy Storage Technology, Equipment, and Application Conference & Exhibition, taking place in

Shanghai from November 1st to 3rd, 2023. Find us at Booth E2-001. We will be presenting our

comprehensive range of hybrid inverters and our latest micro inverter series, while pioneering energy

storage technology is on full display. We eagerly anticipate meeting you there!

  

Join us for the Sunways Italy Roadshow 2023. In November, Sunways will continue to deliver training

sessions on our energy solutions. Caorso, Gambellara, Riccione, Prato, Anagni Fiuggi, Bari, see you very

soon!
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